Optimization of a spray drying process to prepare dry powder microparticles containing plasmid nanocomplex.
Successful gene delivery to the lung depends not only on precise and effective design of a nanosized nucleic acid delivery system but also on well engineered liquid or solid microparticles. In present work, we tried to statistically optimize spray dried formulations of low molecular weight chitosan-plasmid nanocomplexes via a D-optimal design with respect to five critical responses: yield of the process, microparticle sizes, nanocomplex sizes, DNA stability and relative transfection efficiency. Nonocomplex formulations prepared by different amounts of solid contents and leucine ratio, and spray dried immediately with varying inlet temperature, feed rate and spray air flow rate. Mean results fitted to 2FI models except for relative transfection efficiency, which fitted in a quadratic model. According to the fitted models, the most important pure factors influencing each response determined to be feed rate for yield and DNA stability, feed fluid concentration for microparticle size, inlet temperature for nanoparticle size and leucine concentration for relative transfection efficiency. However, two-factor interactions have more important roles in microparticle size, nanocomplex size and DNA stability. It was concluded that the optimized formulation could be obtained when all the independent variables were at their maximum tested values, except for feed fluid concentration, which should be in its middle point.